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I. Introduction and Ba3ic Results

The basic asyiaptotics of the pion electromagnetic form factor

(f.f.) has been calculated up to logarithmic accuracy in QCD, The

result is presented as ( ' , see also * )

whare ф(г
у
 ($*•) is the tv/o-quark component of the meson wave func-

tion (v/.f.) related to the axial-vector current (A-current)
t

is the "hard block" which is corresponded by lines with large

tuality in fig.l (these lines are marked by cross). The arrow is

the external current J; The diagram of fig.l is added by permut-

ations of external current vertex. At proper normalization of vr.f.

(see below) function

) ^ (2)

**'

where <4-(Ф
г
) is the effective charge of QCD, /»

t
rj is the co-

lour number, x- is the fraction of quark momentum in meoon,

jpsr /-ДГ , Q*~x~(p-o'J >O where p,p* are meson momenta at

initial and final state. (Up to
 v

A / ^ t it can be put ff'

External lines in the hard block are amputated and can be conside-

red in the kinematics which corresponds to the real quarks

with momenta <- ,p , к'хх'р ( Ps *>* у р'х *'+*' ).

The wave function (1) has the form of



where C^ tare Gwgecbauer polynomials and f are associ

ated with tho matrix elements (n.e.) of the local operators. In

particular,

where "Y" is the renorraaliaed quark field, Q. ±3 isotopie index

(no sura over A. ), the quark colour indeces summation is supposed;

operators are regularized at the point Q
2
 . (Function ф in (1)

differs from £> by replacing f*+p; *•+* and by conji jation).

At <?-*•» coefficients ^,_ decrease as

) (5)

where ^=- ff-. У ^ г Э »
 n
s,

 i s
 '^

as
 number of excited flavo-

urs of querlcb, JT are anomalous dimensions of the cori-espond-

ing local operators (Г
л
+, > fa, ? ^ ) » Q?"

 i s е л a r b i t
"

rary point in the interval С?
г
» <$>*">̂  Л , where A —

is the scale QCD factor. (Hereafter the energv is measured In the

unit3 A > i*
e
' everywhere we put Л-Х '•

At 4?V*o the wave function -s fully determined by the т.е.

o^ the A-current and equals го

where £ = Э? ^<V •
 r
-he i'.f. asymptctics takes the form

Unfortutasely, the experimental data in the region up to 5

GeV
2
 are several times аз large аз the formula (7) predictions.

The die^garded 1л (7) corrections -^•J./'tfV caionot help. They
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were calculated recently in *f and comprise <~3Q» at CtsrO^^

— - — ~^j£

The following possibility to describe the experimental data
7-11

is discussed in a number of papers (see,e,g. ). Ix is supposed

that w.f. strongly differs from asymptotic form (6) in the region

of Cf\, &?~ of interest now. If one assumes $> (ж, <?Ч to descri-

be the distribution with maxima at x and x close to zero, then

it is not difficult to agree formula (1) with experiment. (In i*ef.

•8

some arguments are presented which are based on the sum ги1ез

for the w.f.momenta, in "avour of the fact that w.f. must strong-

ly differ from asymptotic form at (?~Q* )• but it seems to us,

that the situation in this region is not such for other possibi-

lities to be completely excluded.

If at G[*'Q
k
 w.f. strongly differs from asymptotic form in

fact, then the approach to the real a3ymptotica (7) will be made
at superhigh values of ^ . This is because of the fact that coe-

fficients f (Q
l
J decrease at large Q

2
 very slowly if one

starts from the point <̂ ~ where constant ô _ is already rather

small» In. order for w.f. to have at Q~(L, the maximum close to

the boundary of the x-distribution region, it is necessary for

the contributions of polynomials C~' *" with n=2,4 to be of order

unity. This means that such contributions will die out and w.f.

approaches the asymptotic regime (7) provided only

X , i.e. at Qf £1(T

If this possibility is really the case,then when describing

exclusive processes we encounter with a special unluck *rhieh in,

naturally,undesirable.A more natural is the situation when tho

asymptotic region boundary is determined by character!etic* manses

of hadronic resonances,i.e.being v/here it was expected before
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QCD epoch. Then the w.f. asymptotics at ф \ . <Q.** i
8 c

i
o s e t o

 ,

(6), so the only chance to consist QCD with experiment in this re-

gion is to account for the power corrections to formula (1).

Notice also that when w.f. strongly differs from asymptotics

because of the logarithmic terms, it would be difficult to under-

stand why the behaviour of formfactor in the time- and space-like

regions coincides (in experiment there is rather the given coin-

cidence starting from /<P*/v ̂ " (««еИ though errors are still very

large).

As a whole, the problem of er.lculation of the power correcti-

ons to exclusive process amplitudes seems to be very complicated.

But it is possible to calculate a special class of corrections en-

hanced by the factor ~~ /* /m*- ( /4 is the pion mass, m -

i3 the light quark mass). Such corrections change formfactor asymp-

totics towards correct direction and within the limits of existing

(see below) experimental and theoi-etical uncertainties eliminate a

quantitative disagreement between theory and experiment.

Our result for the pion f.f. is

fe £ r*f*>) (8)

where the first factor corresponds to the main asymptotics. In

this formula л»Л?У-* ̂ .//^/icp*;* i*y {$*-)") - is *be mean

mass of a- and d-TquaWcs at the point Q
2
, function J~fa J^

_^ ^ ^ Q*~ at €щ С £?*" JZ JL • In the region

(J**!/4* where the power correction is large, func-

tion «7~V<? ) equals to £5" up to -

The second factor in (8) corresponds to the contribution of

pseudosralar current (P -current) in the pion wave function.
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• The suppression ** /Q*" in this term results from that the twist

of P -current is Ъу a factor of unity larger than that of A—

current v:hich determines the main asymptotics (the f.f. ia deter-

mined by the т.е. square of the corresponding currents); the en-

v hancemcnt -w /* fai. is dxie to that the Jp -current matrix element

contains (compering with the A -current) an. extra factor - /
m
 .

use of formula (зес , for exaraple):

where S*/V*f $ ^ £ ^ ^e*^ /̂i?J)!s / ^ A ^ a n d choosing // —

— /00^еИ »
 w e
 S

e
* -

o r f
«

f
- *

п е
 values in fig.2 in гпе band

between curves I (corresponds to fl^f^tC) and II (corresponds to

/»»
e
 s 7 /VfK ), I'hese figures show also the experimental points

(see 13 ) obtained for the space-like

region of the momentum transfers. Curve III in these fi-

gures corresponds to the main asyraptotics (7);

The power correction in (8) appears (as has been already no-

ticed) due to contribution of the t=3 operators, the main asympto-

tics corresponds to t=2. Note that in the amplitudes of the pro-

cesses like

е
л
 г* ?

с

(the asymptotica of such processes have been calculatsd in a num-

ber of papers, see, e.g. > •
L
"
J
-' ) the power corrections are asso-

ciated with the contribution of the t=4 operators (see below, sec.

2) and have no enhancement ~/* щ as in formula (8).

Note that the exact numerical value of the coefficient in the
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power correction may be obtained (and has been really obtained in

this jJftger, зее formula (8)) only using the esymptotic pion wave

function. If the wave function differs from the asymptotic one sig-

nificantly, then one may obtain only the order of magnitude extimate

of the power correction under discussion. In the latter case (if

one excludes the possibility of some peculiar numerical cancellat-

ions) the estimate +»J*/I=ZQ*- follows which approximately

coincides with the result of explicit calculations (see (8}). So,

the statement takes place, as before, that there is a large power

correction which exceeds the basio asymptotic term at Q£2QG***'

The main purpose: of this paper is the derivation and discuss-

ion of accuracy of formula (8>. It is not our purpose to present

the complete review of the literature related with the asymptotics

of the pion f.f. Except for enumerated here, there is a

number of important papers. A more detailed list of the li-

terature is contained in refs. * . (Ref. y , in addition to f.f.

discusses also a wide circle of other exclusive processes).

In the second section we discuss the operator product expan-

sion (OPB) for electromagnetic current and show that the only sour-

ce of large (enhanced by the factor »~/*/^Х. ) corrections is

due to the contribution of т.е. of the local pseudoscalar current.

In the third section the main ( «v ̂ £>£ ) asympt.otics of f.f. as-

sociated with the axial current contribution, is derived. In the

fourth section, the Contribution ( ~ */<?? ) of the pseudoscalar

current is calculated (with the same methods) and new problems

emerging in such calculations are discussed. One of the problems

is the projecting on pseudoscalar operators v/hen it appears nece-

ssary to include mixing with the tensor curr'-nt. Another problem

is the appearance of log-irithmic divergence at X-+ О which
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destroys factorization supposed in the OPE scheme. The nature of

these difficulties is connected with the properties of the pion w.

f. in the pseudoscalar channel. This function is investigated in

sec.5. The projecting problem is also solved in this section.

In sec.6 we calculate the double logarithmic (d.l.) correct-

ion in the hard block and deraoonstrate that their account elimina-

tes the contribution to f.f. of the dangerous region X-+ О •

The last, sec.7, contains the final derivation of the basic

formula (8) and discusses the accuracy of the used approximations.

2. Operator Product Expansion (OPE) and Classification of

Power Corrections

We use the standard definition of the pion f.f.

where *£ is the hadronic electromagnetic current, ^

calculations will be made in the region

Q ( o • Up to logarithmic accuracy, one can go to

the time-like region (?
г
< О by analytical continuation alre-

ady in the final result.

To classify possible contributions to the f»f. asymptotics in

the first rough approximation it is convenient to utilize OPE for

the electromagnetic current

where hadronic brackets with momentum p
1
 in the final

and p in initial state are implied. Formula (11) supposes facto-

rization of the contribution of large and small distances. Graphi
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cally, it is figured in fig.3 where O^ and Q* are

local quark-gluonic vertices, 7~"(Qx) are closed in a point

graphs with partonic lines of large ( ~* £>*• ) virtuality

As a general relation eq.(11) was suggested in a number of
18 1*9

papers (set, e.g., x *±J> ). In fact, as will be shown, (11)

literally is invalid for the contribution of higher twist opera-

tors but i3 violated because of the logarithmic corrections. (In

the main t=2 relat .on (11) is valid and obviously was originally

introduced in ref. ); It directly follows from (1) after going

over to x-momenta. Suppose, that eq.(11) correctly gives (from

dimensional considerations) the power asymptotics of various cont-

ributions and we uae it for the first orientation aiming in the fol-

lowing to make a more detailed consideration.

Rewrite (11) selecting explicitly the basic operators of the

lowest twists contributing to the pion f.f. :

(12)

Неге В and A are arbitrary pseudoscalar states. Operators

and £(ъ) equal to

( 1 3 a )

where V"
 i s iixe

 ^enormalized quark field, j is the colo-

VTt
 Q_ is the iaotopic index. (In the following we will not

write explictly these indeces where it will not give rise to mis-

unders tandings)*

The term R
?
 in (12) describes the contribution of other t=2



operators

where

Here Э is the usual, J) is the "lone" (covariant) derivati-

ves. Index к is the number of derivatives, idex ^ is the number

of full derivatives ( S^. JF *" ). To simplify the v/riting,index

SL in (14a) is not written out. A usual index symraetrization

and spur subtraction is supposed. All operators are regularized on

scales -v Q . (For more accurate determination зее * ).

It is known (see, e.g. * ) that linear combinations of

operators A ^ * with Gagenbauer polynomials C? from de-

rivativee are renormalieed multiplicative ly. Their contributions are

suppressed logarithmically by anomalous dimensions and disregarded

in the fol3owing» Such an approach makes sense if т.е. of the men-

tioned operators (with к ^ 2 ) are not specially large. It is our

belief (cf., discussion in зес.1) that they are comparable with

т.е. of the operator А„(о} only at (p**/1 . Тд
 з г 1 С П а

case the main asymptotics starts at €*. &/5{*~ » Л . All state-

ments mentioned above reduce to an assumption that in the energy

rsgiorx under consideration w. f. <f> Л» фЪ-j describes the smooth

distribution in She momentum x fraction (for the — KO~*J dist-

ribution all of the т.е. vanish and only the operator

contribution survives).

Because of usual (not anomalous) dimension the coefficient
-Y
(
-Y /

л
г \~л+*

functions'in (12) are proportional to G( (фу г. (п
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and к are even owing to the charge pari ty of A and В states),

but! ^(Ау^^^оЦАСр)*^ are proportional to ̂

An analogous factor *.P'pl„.. fj results from т.е.
/* n fin.

<B(PJ4fo,...*
Л
1°У

 i n
 <

1 2
)- Since p'^p-Q , then up to the

power accuracy the R
2
 contribution is just The same ( *v» */($*- )

as the contribution of the first factor in (12), These considerat-

ions explain the importance of just the local operator twist in

this problem*

I; is also clear from the mentioned above why the operator

jP/bJ contribution gives only power correction in f.f. The

coefficient functions 2*^* and ^ in (12) are of the

same order but т.е. of the operator JL(°) contain a largenumerical factor as compared to т.е. of the /? - current:

fa <°/£fo/-xfpj)>s J-L <of A

Since P^^Q and the operator J?/bJ enters f.f. quadratica-

lly, the expected correction due to the -t -current is of the

relative order of magnitude ~ / ^ * / г л ф J •

Prom the strict theoretical point of view /* /f£ is a large

quantity not parometrically but only numerically, since
 /
/*

г
-» О

at Fn -* О • However in phenomenological analysis the emergence

of large numbers (f/zm'f''* 1°*"
 i s

 "***?

The term 1Ц in (12) contains (like (14a),(14b)) additional

differentiations in the operators £(o} . All such operators

are suppressed by anomalous dimensions. As will be seen in the

following, in this case multiplicative renormalization is for the

linear combinations of operators with derivatives which cone in

the form of Legendre polynomials (but not Gegenbaners, as in the

case of the A -current). Thia fact will result in that the t«3



operator contribution will not reduce to OPE because of the loga-

rithmic corrections and formula (12) in this point will be invalid.

But the power dependence and a number of other important detaila

(suppression ^/Q
1
- °' *

а е
 *

=
3 operator contribution аз coopered

to t=2
t
 the absence of interference between operators t--=3 and t*2

at m=0) i3 correct in this formula.

Other operators with t=3 contain gluoric /ield tensor ©u* .

The simplest of them are

where Q is the dual tensor of the field. There is also a

set of operators Qf*J obtained from (16) by inclusion of addi-

tional derivatives (by analogy with (14)). But т.е. of the simp-

lest operators (16) are expressed with the use of equations of mo-

tion via т.е. of the Jr -current (sec an example of such type

transformations in ref. , formula (30))« More complicated opera-

tore O^y are expressed either by equations of motion via ope-

rators related to the J P -current entering R, or are suppressed

by itself (supposingly) by anomalous dimensions. Therefore, up to

logarithmic accuracy, there are no other operators (except for the

-current) giving a contribution at t=*3«

We are left with the t=4 operators which may result in terms

in f»f. because of the t=2 and t=4 interference. The

simplest of them is /•/• Q *f, However, the contribution of this

operator to f.f. (as well as of other operators obtained from the

given ones by inclusion of derivatives) do not contain the enhan-

cement •*/*/%; * Possible power corrections which are not descri-

bed by (11) but correspond to transition to the vacuum state

of quark or gluonic lines in the block 7TV . (The mechanism
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of appearance of such corrections ±a analogous to that investi-

21

gated in refs. . It is important that in the case under consi-

deration all of them are multiplied by the pion w.f. correspond-

ing to the A -current since the JP -current contribution enhan-

ced as /*/^г. gives by itself the suppression ~ ^p** ).
Summarizing we arrive at the conclusion that the only source

of enhanced power corrections is the Jr/©^ contribution to (12).

Further we turn to numerical calculation of this correction.

3. Derivation of the Main Asymptotics (7) from OPE

We make first the simple calculation of the m^in asymptotics

(7) basing on OPS (the contribution of the first factor to (12)).

Prom thia pedagogic example it will be evident which additional

difficulties appear at inclusion of the JP/ty-current contribution

(the second factor in (12)).

So, instead of (12) we utilize the reduced expansion

We calculate т.е. in the r.h. and l.h,sides of (17) in states

of free тазз1езз quarks. The l.h.s is calculated by the amputated

in external lines graph of fig,4. Interchanges in fig.4 corres-

| pond *o inclusion of all possible adjoining points of e.m.vertex.

Щ 2?
Ш Hereafter we use the Sudakov's parame tri zation of quark

f»
1
 momenta
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where

X+ST = x'+ *' s: X

For **«<Ss К'^ХЖ'ЫО we have

V / V ^ t^s <£-*>' (19)

For virtual quarks at *£»/*<*- (this is the case we are in

terested in) one can use the approximated expansion

' (20)

. ]?'s -т'р + 7'ft'- */

and put fixр'
г
-Q . If conditions (sufficient for asymptotic

freedom)

j

are fulfilled, one can (up to ~ -*/ф ) put

(22)

Thus, the free massless quark approximation reduces to requi-

rement of fulfillment of (21). These conditions are really fulfil-

led when the fig. 4 figures as a hard block in the consideration of

basic graphs for f.f. (see fig.l).

The reduce the calculation result of of.4 to the form corres-

ponding to matrix elements in the r.h.s of eq. (12) one should use

the Pierz transformation (FT) in quark indeces. We concentrate
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ourselves to the Dirac indeces. There is an inquality (&ХК%Е%(

P] &&£ « + [flfa*?] v>rT« (23)

where

( 2 5 )

Let us present for compieteuess the analogous ?T in the final

quart jjidecee:

&СЪЯ

where ~*£ xs the same a? i -

rr *'

In PT \2?. we heve taker into account the contributions of

projectors -ahi.cz. correspond to quarks is the pion state. We used

also the relet_az.

^ • s KK

where CK,€M~
 а
^^»~ % ̂  • Formula can be easily checked with the help

of equations of motion; it allows, one to express the contribution

of projector <£ 5̂» via pseudoscalar current wiiich was done in

I Let us now take the projection of the fig.4 graph

I on the A -current. At *£&Q it suffices to take (22) in the

\ calculations. The result will be gauge invariant since

" . Uftr'JJT-X "Vf *"J -AT. <v D .iliaк АО vf«j j«vjBv/»wie~p . 1<(*')t
s
}b'

r
(

9
')4~ f »

T h a t is
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act practically as free quark spinors selecting correct quark pola-

rizations. Аз a result (now including colour !\nd isoepin):

where 7~*У is determined in (2). Formula (27) certains the re-

normalisation factor of the quark propagator «£• (propagator

s tffs(*:x)/£ ). This factor survives after collecting all renormali-

zation contributions into an effective charge *xfiQ*} **• 7"^",

In order that to extract from (27) a part corresponding only

to the firet term in tlie r.h.s of (12) one should expand factors

i r Cegenbauer

Taking into account the symmetries of initial and fi-

nal states relative to replacement XjT К
 f

 one can write

% -> itfi* %)=£? * £
where t?es 3 , The contributions of polynomials tj^ *$( will re-

duce to multiplicatively renormalised corabinaticna of operators

with derivatives (of the type of (14)), so these contributions re-

fer to term Ro in (12). (In the reference system where p=(8.t°.OQ)

the powers of {х-^Р in the coordinate representation transform

ir.to derivatives o_ s. P— Э_ affecting quark spinors); And so, con-

sidering only A-current contribution one should take into account

only the tern &
o
 Cl * , so in (27) it should be put

Tha stjne is the case for daahed variables. Finally, the l.h.s of

(17) takes the form ( i'actor ̂ -A?/ goes away due to rev.orualiaat-

ion of external quark lines):
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Comparing with the r.h.s, we get

*

Thus, the coefficient function in (17) is found when conside-

ring the process with free quarks.Now, to calculate f.f. one should

choose in the brackets in (17) the real pion states. In doing so,

the l.h.s of (17) will be expressed via f.f. according to definit-

ion of (10). The /I -current n.e., as is known is equal to

( 3 0 )

in (29) we arrive at for-

f
Making use of explicit form

mula (7).

4* Jseudoscalar Current Contribution to OPE. The First

A-pproxiaati on

Attempting to repeat the course of considerations as in sec.

3, one should project the fig«4 graph on pseudoscalar current. It

is impossible to preserve in FT the ^.-matrix contribution only,

since in this case the hard block will not be gauge invariant even

for free quarks. The sura o£ contributions Г and S\ J£_ (in the

presence of (26)) provides gauge invariance as the resultant pro-

jector JTL in (25) acts as a free quark spinor in each quark ex-

ternal line. But approximation (22) is impossible in projector XL

since uncertainty &/o appears. Using expansion (18) and equali-
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tiee (19), [?{*,%) can be easily re-written as (assuming that

(3D

Projector Hfe^ie'} may be represented in the similar form:

*/«•

If one uses projectors TL as (31)»(31 *)» then one may "for-

get" that they are obtained for real quarkз since neither quark

virtuality nor pion mass do not figure in them. In such a form

projector JZ fits the calculations in the asymptotic freedom гэ-

gion (21) where expansion (20) i3 valid. Let us emphasize that

projector in the form (31) automatically energes when studying

essential graphs of fig.l which contribute to the pion f.f (see

below) •

Projectors /7 in the form (3D provide gauge invariance of

the hard block in the region (21) owing to

С 32)

These conditions imply that the large ~f>~Cl component of

the quark momentum i J canceled by projector JX , i.e. in appro-

ximation
 Х
/£*О projector acts on quark lines as a Di.rac bispinor

corresponding to a free particle. (Note that individually, projec

tor £ just as *p,fa » d°os n°* provide gauge invariance

even if quarks are real. This is one of the reasons of erroneous

estimate of the Jr current contribution in ref. ' ) .
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Calculating the fig.4 greph with projectors (31) we get

where

The reason of appearance of «£. ie the some as in (27). But

now the further transfonaations of this expression (by analogy

with going over from (27) to (29)) are impossible, since (as will

be shown in the next section) multiplicatively renormalized opera-

tors associated with the Jc -current contain Legendre polynomials.

(The use, by analogy with (28), of expansion %-*%
х
'

х
2£

с
^(*-*)

is obviously invalid since this series has divergent coefficients).

This means that the operator expansion (12) in the region where

it accounts for the contributions of higher twist operators, is

incorrect.

In terms of wave functions the same difficulty is formulated

as follows. If one represents paeudoscalar current contribution

to f.f, in a form analogous to (1):

where ф(у
г
 Q

X
J is the w. f • connected with the JZ -current, the

kernel T* coincides with (34), then the integral in (35) loga-

rithmically diverges at siuall Xj x' . This is due to that (see

the next section):

С2 О
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where (of. (3),(5)):

and anomalous dimensions <£ are (38)

Prom (36)-(38) it follows that at Q%*t f£,*V*
Ce"*f (^ V

*-* f*f AfV y°f^ a n d зс-iDdependent. That is why the integral

(36) requires modification at siaall x. Let us prove first of all

the validity of expansion (36)«

5. "lave ?unction in Paeudoscalar GSiannel

A. Basic Definitions

Let us introduce the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude (matrix):

^v/here ¥?*) isV^enormalized quark field, S2.fyJ ±a the phase fac-

tor

f ( 4 0 )

vrhere -6 * are generators of the cplour group in fundamental

representation C< *•( * 7~ c' / * ^-, ; colour aud flavour in

doces are not vnritten out explicitly, the colour summation is as

3uned, ?V •jre/. » 3u i s t n e gluonic field.

In paeudoscalar channel there is the amplitude
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where &*.=• — т <g> /£* . spur is iaplied in the Dirac and

isotopic indeces.

The pion w.f. i s the quantity
CO

Since рагашеtrization (20) contains relation

" 4 ct* 0? ^ f&*\ ** +* ( 4 3 )

function (4-2) describes quarks on the light-like surface

z. £%*+ Q^ ̂  & if one chooses a coordinate system when

describing exclusive f«f.f tnere usually appears the partial in-

tegral from

C 4 4 )

У twhere s;/abol У tf**2 stands for integral over the region

~t-7- < cp
2
" » af/

X
{Q*)

 i s
 *^

е
 ̂ normalization factor of

the quark field on the scale -%. <? .

Function Ф(ж,9^^ in (13,(3) is also determined ir accord

with formulae (41),(42),(44) with the only difference that projec

4i tor {/** in (41) should be chosen as гЧг
й <£> /'*/'•M try*

••A Let us now present for completeness all of functions Я? <fi

•'• enterinc (I), (35). (The choice of relative phase factors in ф

• ar.d ф* is fixed by the choice cf the ai^n of the hard block-

in (1) and (35)). Introduce the function (there is no sumaation

over isotopic index: ;"):

(45)
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and analogous function related to the £ -current

CZny

Define the Bether-Salpeter amplitudes related to the final

states, аз P (£к) = J£*^5 «V and

Functions <fS ф and p ф are associated with the cor-

responding functions у* f and ^ w by formulae (44),

(42). The normalization conditione for the introduced functions

are

( 4 7 )

where #>(Qi-} is the mean mass of light quarks at the

point Q . The matrix elements of the J? -current regularized on

scales Q , entering (48), are calculated with relation c'Ptf =

ss/>7
 r
/»j л jO taken at the point 4? . Since the /4

current is not renormalizable, then т.е. of the £ -current are

expressed via quark masses at the point ф .

Note that in the gauge &B^» О (hereafter the "light-

like gauge") the phase factor in (39) is unimportant ( -f̂ --*j£ )

and Ф^х, С?
2
^ describes the two-quark component of the pion

state. Let us explain this fact in more details.

It i3 convenient to choose the coordinate system where

?'=«>, 'А г °J , /°= СР., г °, °J
 (49)

and л -*- „ o_
 s
 * £'*• (P* + pzj , <? € = Q, f% e (f V \ e*S .

Then %'=- /?.= {Ф"*/*.")''*" '
 E x
P

l o i t i n
e parametrization (20) and

definitions (42),(44) one can express momenta from function
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e t с?2-»«в through т.е. of the local operators

(for a more detailed derivation see 5 » 1 4 ):

t

ж f&£?{<>
'' (50)

where ^ is *«« renormalized quark field ( "Y"- field and

the composed local operator / ^ are regularized with a subtrac

tion at the point Q~; "f" - field is regularized due to the c/Vt

factor in (44), the composed operator 4*F is regularized due to

cut off of the integration region in *£, ), Formula (50)

contains ^ * 2?~ TL - the difference of covariant deri-

vatives acting to the risht and to the left. Factor £ A - F ^

transforms in coordinate representation just into covariant deriva-

tives owing to existence of a phase factor jTZ/^v) • Tbe set

of numbers ^^<?V ( "» <? 2, У ) fully determines the

w.f. fifc <ptj (
n
 - is even since $C*,Q

X
J* &(5<ЭУ , which fol-

lo\/s fron symmetry relative to replacement tc ̂ ? S" in the initi-

al Bethe-Salpeter amplitude)* But in the gauge p£ 5L. в О *Ьв

covariant derivative coincides with the usual one ( •?. - e>_)i i#e.,

ФГ*, <?V
 a t l a r

Se ^ is expressed through &С*,Ц2 at

2?he problem of finding linear combinations of the quantities

Г (Q
x
) which transform multiplicatively when changing the

normalization point Q can be solved by several methods. One of

them - study of renormalizability properties of the local operators

in (50) - is considered in Appendix A. In this section we solve

this problem investigating *be evolution equation tor
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В. Evolution Equation for

Since PCKQ^J fron dimensional considerations at lhrge Q

can depend on -u*<p^* only, the problem is to select logarith-

m e in Q Peymnan graphs under "maximum logarithmicity" condition

when £. large lo£ar?L thmic factor €** KL~ cornea per each deg-

ree o^Cx-J-J

To obtain the evolution equation, let us consider in the

light-like gauge the chain of skeleton graphs in fig. 5 (the lower

line corresponds to antiquark, the Tipper - to quark). Let quark

from the right be real and тазз1еаз, quark momenta from the left
f

satisfy conditions (21). Making from the right the Fierz '-ransfor-

mation of quark indeces, let us изе projector on the JP -current

as (3
1
) (for real quarks boths forms of (31) end (25) are equiva-

lent). Colour and isotopic derivatives are accounted for with a

standard method (see, e.g. •* , and this will be done in the final

result).

The logarithmic conditions in each cell of the lattice in

fig.5 reduce (at Л£ л- л£ «* j£ ) P.S usual (see, e.g. 15f2. j t Q

ordering (increase from the right to the left) of normal momenta:

Let uc consider the first r.h.s cell in the graph of fig.5.

It can be seej that up to logarithmic accuracy there is the follow-

ing relation

С

-e
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where &' л are Dirac indeces o" quark and antiquark. Square

bracket in (52) stands for trace with the corresponding factor to

the left or to the right from the graph. Thick arrows mean amputa-

ted quark lines. For instance, symbol

€ . AT

is corresponded by the following analytical expression

where *?^Й is the numerator of gluonic propagator.

Let us emphasiz3 that projector Hf^Cj in (52) appears as

(31) which does not already coincide with (25) since quarks € &

are virtual. It is important that if the r.h.s projector is chosen

In (52) also as (31), the memory that *,£" quarks are real in

fact, disappear completely. It is enough only for conditions (21)

to f'jufill. therefore, as can be checked, relation (52) will be

valid also for the next (Trom the right to the left) cell. As a

result, for arbitrary cell

7 ( 5 3 )

Since 7r fo Г?С*з, *i7"=- 2 t then projecting the sum of fig.

5 graphs from tLe left to matrix <fy- we set _

In the light-like gauge the account for other skeleton graphs

except for the lattice in fig.5, results in violation of the maxi-

mum logarithmic condition. Thus, UF to loga:_fchmic accuracy in

the light-like gauge eq.(54) is valid for the total amplitude of
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the quark-antiquark scattering. The reality condition of quarks

к к" can be now removed since the result is senseless neither

to quark mass nor to y »
1
 . It is enough only for all of the

momenta to satisfy conditions (21) for the ordering law to be ful-

filled. Under these conditions (54) will be re-written as a equat-

ion for the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude

*_- ^< „ ,- N/

(55)

At this point it is convenient to include into consideration

the omitted up to now colour and isotopic variables. With their

inclusion the kernel in equation (55) "takes the form

-e
Function JCfa&j' £, £ У has just the same meaning as the

kernel £Fp (*,&; teTj (see 14 , formula (24)) in equation for

w.f. in the axial-vector channel. In fonaula (56) !Ps • c 4 ^ ̂  ;

5®*****=. £*£•* <3P Л is the product of iootopic and colour

projector for initial and final states. (As compared to ̂  , the

projector normalization is changed since changed is the definition

of the amplitude ^^"J^JEJ as compared with analogous amplitude

in ^ . But the product of projectors ^ (.. )*&*'*'
 w a E no

^

changed) .

In equation for ̂ fa/) and фС*, <?
b
J there is a kernel(cf.

with (26) from
 1 +
 ):

fffi С J , ) <57 )

where momentum ^f-: У0+ лр'+ С. •
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Just as the corresponding faction in 1^ , the kernel

; KL ) is € and ^ -independent in the region

*£~ but function K{v,*.-e,CJ (unlike analogous quan-

tity in ^ ) eennot be calculated from the very beginning assuming

€ szj>p t <T?t£p • ̂ he fx_ dependence holds in

projector /7f$ €) and cancels only after taking trace and selec-

ting part •>* *£"*• in the kernel (57).

The explicit form of (57) is the following

с
( 5 8 )

where £~^ / Г с
~'Л^ — ̂  •

 T h e
 ^inal equation for &(b

f
(?

z
J can be

now easily written out (cf. (33) from ^ ) if one uses an egression

for the factor af^/^J in (44) in the light-like gauge:

f

where

Лр-^
с
"**«*' (бо)

is a usual evolution parameter in QCD.

In the following it appears convenient to use functions К and

d in the Реушаап gauge since it does not contain fictituous singu-

larities in the fraction of giuon momentum (**•&) •
 T l i e

Peynman gauge makes Л much more simple all practical calculat-

ions and analysis of renorraalization effects (in particular, it

is easier to trace the effect of appearance of effective charge

c( {"*•*•) fi-om the bare constant °£ )•

In the î eynman gauge we have



Г* Т- /-„-j (61a)

(62)

(The selection of essential graphs and calculation of the kernel

in this gauge are described in Appendix B).

Equation for Ф&ф
г
)

 i n
 *

he
 differential form (cf. (38)

in
 1 4
 ) takes the form

(63)

where KrC*'?)
 i s

 determined in (61), the point means T£ „ differ-

entiation.

In the following we will need also equation in integral form

for ^fa x) from (42). It takes the form (cf. (32) from 14" ):

t*> г&-/> , i , i£/*- ^ "i (64)

where exact value of the lower limit is unimportant in logarithmic

approximation, but the condition - ̂ ^j^A^" must °e fulfilled.

The solution of eq,(63) has the fora of (36) since

is the kernel of equation for Lesendre polynomials:

where 0» see in (36). Eq.
 к
'б5) can be aasily checked by direct

integration (see alao ref.
 1 6
 formula i(A 32) where eq. (65) is gi-

теп for С -even).

Thus, the proof of formulae (36)-(33) from the preceding sec-
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(tion is completed.

6. Double-Logarithmic (D.L«) Correctiona

Let no return to modification of integral for o^fyjln (35)

at small *,jr / . Formula is fully senseless at o/&rX~J[ . ia

this region difficulties of several types appear.

First, there is a modification of factor ^/Xx/ ( /^jp' )

in (34) which appears from the denominator of giuonic propagator.

In particular,

Thus, the hard block acquires the XT2— dependence and the result

is no more determined by w.f. on the light-like surface.

Second, the estimate of renormali zation contributions beco-

mes extremely complicated. It is unclear, which argument does the

effective charge in the hard block depened upon, since virtualiti-

es of all lines in fig. 4 become of essentially different order of

magnitude.

T&irtf, the form of w.f. in the given region is unclear. !Che

matter is that at °£&Х**£ formula (36) may be modified in an

expreasion of the type

&„(**/* Z H
where J^

>'St*v are Jacobi polynomials and the parameter cJfve/ ;

evolution of the coefficients €„, is determined by the matrix

of anomalous dimensions in the too-loop approximation» It is

important here that the w.f. behaviour at х-*- О , generally

speaking, is changed if «£ &,* «, j£ .

.o/ the above mentioned difficulties seems to be a seri-!
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ous enough obstacle for the calculations in the region

Furtutanely, in our problem at small x there appear QCD-contro-

liable double-logarithmic (d.l.) corrections to fcho hard block

» which cut off the integral over *, X ' in the region

^ </1 i.e. prior to the above effscta enter the suae.

Let us consider the first graph in fi£.4. It cc .tnins a

singularity at ЗГ-» © , У-* о . Suppose that KJ
-/Q«XC<Z± ,

*и^ссх'«г£ (this region will be essential in the following).

The integration over virtuality л
г
 in the nearest to the

block in tig. 4 cell is cut off at 7t\, *2~. Since **-**•**?* ,

x

then it̂ -w *£"/&• » &J? • Analogous estimates follow also for

dashed variables from the left in fig.4.. Therefore we expect

that for the contribution of the first graph of fig. 4

(66)

Let us calculate in the given region in the first approxi-

mation in o/ the d.l. correction to the fig.4 graph. Consi-

der first the case of conventional quantum electrodynamics (QSD)

E.I. corrections will appear (in the Feynman gauge) only from

the graph of fig.6. Q3D calculations are standard and lead to

the following result for the contribution of each of the graphs

in fig.6 (only d.l.factor is written out and initial graph in

fig.4 is multiplied by it):
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(67)

Here rzr- «tf&jr* «У**- ; **'= */*/***' ~ *'%*
roducc also

с/-<

Corrections to the graph where external current comes from

the left from the virtual gluon are determined by the some fac-

tor /.(?%') • The correction to the graph where external cur-

- it с ones from below, on the ant i quark line, are obtained by

replacing x-? x , Jf
/
—> x ' and is determined by the factor

L(x,*'J • It is seen that up to d.l. accuracy Afcf'J-* ©

at 7*~x
f
-«JL as it should be expected.

Technically, the d.l.corrections (67) are calculated in

£2D just in the same way ao those to the "hard4 five-body block

in ref. 2 4 .

The final result for the d.l.correction in QCD is obtained

from (68) by simple multiplication by the factor 0.» . This

fact can be understood from the following considerations. Let

us represent the virtual soft gluon momentum in fig. 6 as

The d.l.region appears, as is well кпотлц at ^a-Q^A, Let

uo give for completeness the variation regions of the parame-

ters Ы. and & in the graphs of fig. 6:
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У
 ( 7 0 )

D.I.contributions appear in the region (70) at additional

condition «!»£ or <*«fi . The e*~/3 case always re-

sults in the logarithm Joss. Let из now account for that tha no-

minator of gluonic prop age tor con be written in the Peynmau gciu-

ge as a sum of transversal and longitudinal (in the P
J
P

/
 plane)

part

The transversal part o^ gives no d.l
#
contributions, since it

does not contain eollinear logarithmis (see, e.g.
 с
->*

с
->1<^^

 aJ1(i

loncitudinal part in the region ы»& or /3» «< at

<?
z
^ Q^it/Z must be always expressed via the gluon monentum

q . For instance, at ot>~>J2> we have 9% o(p . As a re-

suit, the vertex <? appears, which can be brought out to

external quark line by the V/ard identities. All of these consi-

derations are of general character and are valid both in QED

and QCD. (Applying to QSD they were originally formulated in

ref.
 c
 ). !I!hu3, both in QED and in QCD d;l.corrections are de-

termined by one and the sane set of graphs of fig.7. That is

why the answer for the sum of graphs 2f 3>. in QED differs from

the d.l.correction in QCD by the colour factor Cp only.

The physical reason of the absence of d.l.contribut-

ions at X~* v~ i i
s
 that the external curren I; during a time of

/v. V/£p changes the direction of momentum of the quurk-antiqu-
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ark system which is colourless. At the beginning only one quark

takes a large momentum transfer, but during a time oi -
A
/o the

virtual quark transfers the momentum to another quark due to glu-

on with the virtuality Q
2
 • Thus, during -~*/Q the colourless

system as a v/hole changes the direction of motion and a strong

omission which is the cause of d.l.correction has no time to oc-

cur.

But in the region 7лс£ Tt'^i. in the fig. 4 graph the quark
p

and gluon virtualities are far less than Q and "decolourization"

occurs at times larger than Q • So, before decolourization co-

mec, double logarithms have time to appear.

.As is known, in QED d.l.graphs suppress the contribution of

tha process with fast change of the direction of the charge mot-

ion only v/hen experimental conditions exclude the accompanying

emission of real photons. In our problem v/.f. is such a "device"•

Further vre will suppose that accounting for higher approxi-

mations in «^ all d.l.corrections are exponential. The re-

ason for such assumption ia the analogy with electrodynamics and

the fact that d.l.corrections in QCD for the Sudokov f.f. of qu-

ark are also combined into exponent (see,e.g. ^ and the referen-

ces therein). For the following approximated estimates it will

be important only that d.l.terms result in the cut off of the

contribution of small X x' region. The character of the cut

off is not 30 essential because of the logarithmic character of

integral ̂ */K in f.f., but for numerical calculations it is

useful to have an explicit formula for the sum of all of d,l.

contributions.

Aa a result, we have instead of (34) the following modifi-

ed expression for the hard block:



(72)

where

Т - s

'— -&— -^r стз)
Since the next integrals are s;nnmetrical in X**x , xV*x',

both fa:: tors in (72) give a similar contribution. Then it can be

written

(74)

where £ can be represented as

4*

Let us eir hosize that in the d.l.region (when foC^L -*JL )

the conditions off^J^^^x. <c £ , cffoiJ4*.Yx *c J~

are valid (analogously for dashed variables). In this region

o(ff>lJ^ <*(*£-) -v «C^/x) • S°» UP t0 d.l.accuracy in (74)

one should consistently choose the effective charge at the point

Q . (The account for the effective charge motion in the region

of the gluon virtual momenta which gives rise to the d.l. cont-

ribution, is beyond the accuracy).

7. Povrer Correction in P o m Factor (Final Result)

It is convenient to present the set of baaic skeleton

graphs contributing to fora factor in the light-like gauge. It

is shown in fig.9 where cross marks the lines entering the
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hard block which corresponds to the graph in fig. A. Hote that for

the lattice exchanges from the right of the hard block the light-

like id the gauge p'a _ Q
 t

 for the l.h.a. exchanges - the

light-lifce gauge ±a p Q -. О . The choice of different gauges

for different gluons in one and the same Feynman graph io possible

because gluon contributions from the left and right of the hard

block give logarithmic contributions in different (nonintersect-

ing) regions of the momentum space. The part of the fig.9 graph

determining the hard block is gauge invariant by itaclf (see sec,

4,3/ and can be calculated in the Feynman gauge.

The sura of the fig.9 graphs is corresponded by formula (1)

for the contribution of the axial-vector projector and by formula

(3t>) for the pseudoscalar projector.

Let из notice nov/ that after d.l.corrections to the hard

block have been calculated, the latter depends on the transverse

components of the quark momenta from the neighbouring to it l.h.

and r.h.side cells of the lattice. And so, formula (35) must be

modified in a way xor the integration over K± ^2 from the nei-

ghbouring to the hard block cells to be selected explicitly. Mak-

ing use of (44) and (6*f), rev/rite formula (35) аз

(76)

where ^ . is determined in (74). The cut-off - **/q in in-

tegral over x (and analogous cut off over X
/
 ) are chosen to

exclude the region <* €nX~J. and the region where of importance is
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the K
x
 х± dependence of gluonic propagator in the hard block.

It is important that the values of the integration lower limits

in (64) «ill not be essential up to logarithmic accuracy (see

below).

The integration over <f and *f' • can be made if one uses

the explicit form of J? and eq. (65) for Lecendre polynomials.

As a result we get

( 7 8 )

Пете Л: * €~T&6*KZ ; we will not write index U. in variable

<
г
 К* in formula (78) and hereafter for sinplicity. Sin-

c e
 AT^O<,

J
 *'*-*<*> (<(кк\г*Ь.к

1Х
'%*£ь<9'г

~ , see below), then

up to logarithmic accuracy it is possible to take only contribut

ion £»«'.= © in (78). Use further, that €
С
С*У= t*f?V

* * P & & (TF - ? ) T (analogously for 6^ ) and take

into account that according to (48) :

^ / . Zfr?* / f* (79)

Finally we get

«here
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Let us now calculate

function /^/f/ аз

T o thia e n d
» represent

(82)

where

(83)

The integral in (SI) i3 complicated enough but it con be

sharply simplified and may be calculated analytically if one dis-

entonGles intecration over X and У ' . Such dioentfinglinG can

bo done in tv,
r
o ways. In the first one we simply omit the term

б**/* (82). In doing со, as can be easily зееп,

con ho e3tii.-ii-.ted from bolovf. In the second, replace £. ̂£ С
л
'
1
/
ж
,->

^> —fax
1
*^ + £*?~%t)* In this саяо the upper oatimate is obtai-

лей, The difference of the results is v/hitin 3OJ5. (Emphasize that

v/i.̂ vin •&-<2*<$'
г
-—9 0о the answer ic independent of &*/£•&%;

in (82) e.t all).

Let «a ci^G аз an example the a3ymptotic calculation in the

first version in order to clarify the effective variation recion

of variables. After removing the term tSc*/£ €»%^/^ r j_n (82) •

the factor ̂ /кх'^л ^
a
^

e s
 *̂ -

e
 f

o r m

£ = r*<*> (e4)

v;;:cre
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Here we introduce the notations

where

Pc^sg , * « - < A - * ^ <S7>

In (86) the parameter a * ^ £ is introduced to-controll the

dependence of the result on the cut off of integral over x in

the lower limit. The condition Ct<££ is necessary since it pro-

vides negativity of the exponent index in. (86). (At x< K*£f- the

calculations of the d.l.asymptotics in sec.6 are no more valid

and expression (82) must be changed). Let из present the function

TftfG?)
 a s aa

 approximated formula interpolating between two

adynptotic limiting values?

( 8 8 )

-And

(89)

where /4= ^fig fa - This integral converges in the lower limit

since Cp-fe s. *fCp> О and logarithmically (at ^ -*• °° )

diverges in the upper one. The integration at
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gives

у * л ей ер2- (9D
3

A more accurate calculation of integral (85) gives

where Css o>S2 i s the

tant. The calculations at the upper estimate of integral are not

essentially different (instead of ^ 2й«, the answer contains

One may draw the conclusion from these calculations that

the asymptotic value (91) does not depend on the cut off which

cannot be definitely specified. 'The next to leading term in

depends logarithmically on the cut off but it is important that

changing C*. in the reasonable region (A^^P-S"t*ST ) one does

not encounter with large corrections to the £»-4^ term in (89).

How v/e are not able to accurately calculate the corrections un-

der discussion . (To solve this ргоЫэш one must calculate tlie

D.L.factor in the domain which is wider th;m ̂ /o ̂ X < dL ; one

must also take into account the #2" dependence in the hard

block gluon propagator which really accomplishes the cuttting

off of the integral in / )but keeping in mind the order of

unity values of the correction term to &<*£?**- and its soft de-

pendence on the CL -parameter, it ooems consistent^ изе the

f ollov/ing estimate of T(Q) : J/tf My*** ^^(± + * С6„ С ц
х
)) ,

The value (91) was given in the Introduction and in the

explanations to formula (8). At <? XrtO <Te«/ ( Cm ̂«c?
1
*^: S, ) one
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may estimate now the accuracy of (31) as something like ~50£.

The reeult (91) can be roughly interpreted as follows. If

the d.l.factor in expression for •?{& J i3 substituted by the

step-wise cut-off at a certain mean point Jc1- , then

Therefore, comparing with (91) v/e get ЗГ^-v ̂ ^ t . ltote that

in case when w.f, had the form of a series in C-egonbauer polynomi

als, the corresponding factor Tfa)~ T^?C? is 1 (sf.(29)).

Combining (7) and (80) we arrive (accounting for (34)) at

formula (8) discussed in the Introduction t where 2Г(<?
1
)= 3£ +$^ .

Let us discuss the validity of assumptions made in the cour:

se of derivation.

Provided condition (90) to be fulfilled, it was possible to

put in integral (09) C*Z Cf everywhere except for the

singular factor — ({'to}"* * 2his provides the immobility of

effective charge in the interval from к*" to Q - the

fact which has been used many times when calculating the hard

block and d.l.corrections.

The logurithciic — ̂ »<Jy contribution to (89) appears from

the region A(€-C9)* » a"' , i.e. fi, » ±. . Interpolat-

ion in (88) was necessary to proviae the cut off of logarithmi-

cally divergent (in variable £ ) integral. The result is

practically independent of the choice of interpolation in the

region £, С $Z
»jL *

Let us emphasise that throughout the integration region in

(85) ip-*% *<*., i.e. £*%*** *%l * &*%*-*/%***•
(analogously for dushed variables). These conditions justify the
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validity of the choice of effective charge at the point Q when

calculating the hard block and d.l.corrections since

«-Л-.In the main logarithmic region one may drop the

terra in (82). This is due to the fact that

Thus, the approximations made are justifiable indeed. Uh-

fortunatoly, the condition of the parametric applicability of

formula (8) refers to academic region of Q values (&-£»<? » / ) .

However, formula (8) i3 probably a rather good numerical approxi-

mation in the region &*6*в\, ( too. It is interesting that in
m 9

the region Q A- yj./(?<V the correction in (8) has a reasonable

sign and order cf magnitude. If formula (8) really works in the

given region, then the future data on the form factor

must reveal a fact ( -̂  ̂ /c?
r
 ) (̂  dependence, i.e. the power

deviation from predictions of simple "quark counting" rule '
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Appendix A

Anomalous Dimension Matrix

In this Appendix v/e calculate the anomalous dimension mat-

rix of the operator

which differs from the operator in (50) by the factor £*" and

by the absence of inessential for the problem under considerat-

ion isotopic factor ^ т "
1
 .

Formula (A.I) аззитез symmctrisation in all indocea and

despurization in each pair of indeces; Ъ •= ̂ , -<-ч А» *£
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Ч+ s » "̂  derivatives are hereafter called

"internal".

To find the anomalous dimension matrix the simplest way is

to calculate coefficients before logarithms in the graphs , fie.

10 which correspond to the matrix elements of operators (Л.1)

betr/een free quarks. Instead ol transverse momentum Q cut off,

as in formula (50), we use here as a regulator in the Feynman in-

tegrals the usual step-wise ultraviolet cut-off. (In logarithmic

terras the result is independent of the cut-off typo). The Feynman

gauge is used.

In our calculations we closely follow the method and notat-

ions of ref. whose authors have calculated the anomalous di-

mensions of the operators connected with the tensor current <T^ .

Unfortutanely, the statements made (without a derivation) in ref.

16 /\

on anomalous dimensions of the operators Сй
/в
 connected

with the f -current turned out to be invalid.

In the lowest approximation in the coupling constant the

т.е. of the operator С?
л о
 are

л

( A - 2 )

where notation K. - S'' (*,* **.} is introduced. Further

operators

£ = <*£-& **&.-£*•
will be needed where .?£

 =
Я is the full external deriva-

tive. Their т.е. are
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(A.4)

«here <J г £*'{<",-**) •
The logarithmically divercent contribution from tho sum of

the cr-.ip:is of fi$.10 is expressed by the following formula

ё
wiiei*e

(A.6)

Formula (Л.5) points out that operator ^, is not

ca-ively renowanlizable and in tho first ordor in о(. хз

sii-fd with Onл opor-toro. It гз inportant that natrix Q ^

is triaa^ul.-ir, i .e . operator Оя л with n "external" dcriva-

tives 3) tr-.m f̂orraa into tho suni of operators with cnallor

тшЬог от' deriv-itives since JT^/t- . Correapondir^ly, ope

rator О 2оес over (after radiation correction) into

the sum of operutor3 On д- v/here < $ / r - S and tne

irdxinc matrix is JF^~SJ

к
Lot us introduce the linear cuabinationn

or syiibolicaily

л-
г* г ^ x F<- з>>
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Operators -fZ^ are multiplicatively renorealisable if

coefficients С* ' satisfy the system of linear equations

which can be rewritten as

(...:•)

Equations (A.10) are a recurrent system from which ^

can be found. Quantities ^ turned out to be coeffi-

cients of the n-th Legendre polynomial. This statement is prac-

tically proved in Appendix A.2 to ref. . Thus, nultipl^sati-

vely renormalizable operators -^2n_ can be symbolically

v?ritten as

(Л.11)

It is convenient to consider operators ir which all inde-

ces Л. - /— ) , which corresponds to projection •/" ̂ „ on the

tensor p
/
 p' . Then foraula (A.11) tabes the literal

meaning. This result exactly corresponds to that obtained in

sec.5 of the test, if one takes into account that for т.е. in

the annihilation channel Лг -» <: , *^-*-£ t A ~*

-» ̂^э J^-# ЗГ' (r-2) ; and in the momentum representat-

As usual transfornation? o^ operators —T2^_
 a t a

change of tne cut-off point, are controlled by renomalization

group and are determined (for the triangular natriz case) by di-
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agonol elements of the anomalous dimension matrix. The informat-

ion obtained in the first order in o(s (see (A.5)) is enough

to write the result in the general form

(A.12)

where £f °#< anomalous dimensions, <*̂  is the cut-off point

( ̂ 2«f /f* ). Prom (A.5) and (A.G) we have ^ — Cp ^*
л
^

which coincides v/ith the result (33). All the formulae obtained

are valid also for scalar operators which ore obtained from Qj$

by cutting out matrix Q^. .

Appendix В

Evolution Equation Kernel in the Peynman Gauge

In the i'eynnan gauge (PG), except for ladder skeleton graphs

in the evolution equation of importance are diagrams v/ith gluon

intersection. Let us use for the nominator of all gluonic propa-

gators expression (71). A gluon with polarization matrix £.*

will be called in the following transverse one and a gluon asso-

ciated v/ith 3CCZCP»P'+$.P*^-longitudinal one.

In the ladder graphs of fig.5 of importance are both trans-

verse and longitudinal gluons (note that in the axial-vector

channel the ladder gluons are always transverse). But gluons in-

tersecting different cells are always purely longitudinal (at

thi3 point the situation does not differ from the axial-vector

channel). The sum of all diagrams v/ith longitudinal gluons com-

ing from the cell v/ith the number j to the left towards the

cells with the larger serial number, reduces, with the use of

V/ard identities, to effective diagrams where longitudinal gluons
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concentrate inside of one 3-th cell. (The summation method of

longitudinal gluons in our problem ils just the same as in the

basic work , see also for its development ii. ̂ i 2 0 ).

The effective cell in PG is determined by the graphs of fie.

II where wavy line narks , as usual, the real gluon, and dotted

one- purely longitudinal gluon.

Let us first of all show the fulfillment of condition (53)

for the sum £ Mj , Eq. (53) v/as discu3.«ied in the text in con>

nection with the light-like gauge but the sun £ty of the

graphs in fig.II differs from the cell in (53) by the contributi*

on of the proper energy graphs only for which a (53) type equa-

lity is satisfied independently

And so, eq. (53) must be fulfilled in the PG for

main integral entering /У« has the form

. -he

(в.8)

In the region Cp » *£"» ^ • Xf~%~l i* i s preaented as

and CXieci , О с j«

used, e ' e

(cf.(43))

. In (B.3) parametrization (20) is

t h c t



df * *** (B.4J

Ao an. example, let uo write out the simplest integrala:

( B
*

5 >

Espresaiug up to logarithmic accuracy the amplitudes LI., via
и

above intecrala v/e get

= rf
Here we use the sane notations for traces аз in (53) and

oniit in determination of M< the factor -i.Yn*f(tir) mutu-

al for all graphs and the factor C^ reoultinc from co-

lour trace. (These factors will be taken into account iimediate-

';;;<, ly in the finul result).

f? Formula (B.G) contains the tensor

&> + Ъ ~ & (В.7)

where ^41=^»-^.-^,^» . In the following a quantity
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will also appear.

Hote that for quarks on the mass shell /L ftfjj;-((<) %,?

(cf.(26))j equalities (B.6) are a generalization to the case of

virtual quarks of relations between tensor and psoudoscalnr amp-

litudes which were under discussion in sec.3).

Analogous relations held also for other diagram :

(B.8)

In addition

(B.9)

In the same normalization the contribution of the graphs of the

proper energy in fig.12 is

(B.10)

And now there is no difficulty to verify the validity of equali-

ty antilogous to formula (53)

y tie*)J* f
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Now the kernel in the evolution equation in the FG can be ob-

tained if опэ removes integrals с**1г
л
 с(х in (B.6)-(B«9)

and account
 x

or the omitted up to now numerical factors (cf.ana-

logous .formulae (56),(58):

The final result in explicit form is presented in formula

(61). Regularization of sinGularity *C*~¥) in (61) stems, as

usual, from the presence of the term Ъ C
K
'Jt) • This term is

associated with the contribution of the graphs U., It •

It is a pleasure to thank B.L.Ioffe for his interest to

this work and useful discussions. Thanks also to A.I.Vain-

stein, \.V.Srailea and U.I.Vysot3ky for important remarks.
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